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This paper presents a proposition about architectural education in the form of a cross section of a first semester studio working through material means in order to situate ideas and problems within an evolving conception of intuitive works in professional practices. Architectural productions and the acquisition of technical skills emerge through direct demands of modes of thought resulting in material practices situated within a developing professional discourse.

Word and Line: An initial project of drawing where relationships in a body of text describe relative position within a field. A resultant force brought by the line to the page is critical in the essential understanding of line as a result of an architect speculating.

The Figure and the Phenomenon: The intangible quality of light as phenomena present in photographic practices provide the fertile possibility of knowledge produced through inhabiting light. The specificity of graphic description operates to advance the appearance and apprehension of the emerging drawing as a record of the ephemeral.

The Place and the Model: Landscape is considered as theoretical and operating in reference to a zone of influence found within a given condition. Understood as an examination of density and experience, the model exists as a study of a particular experience which could open up questions about ways of seeing, ways of coming to know a place, and as a model for inductive practices of complex architectural speculation.
The resultant works are ambiguous in nature, emergent in condition, deeply complex in both situation and alternative. As products of intuitive actions, these works are simultaneously reflective and projective, and the result can critique the assumption. Here, for each student, the work made and considered as contemporary directly advances a stance toward an emerging theory of architectural practice.
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